Fleetguard CS41018 with SpiraTec™
Drop-In Lube Centrifuge
A SMARTER SOLUTION FOR CUMMINS ENGINES

High Performance, Low Hassle
Cummins Filtration introduces a replacement drop-in
disposable rotor solution for centrifuges in Eliminators™
and remote centrifuge units used in High Horsepower
applications.
The new CS41018 replaces 84 pieces with a single,
drop-in assembly. The new disposable rotor uses
our patented SpiraTec technology offering easier
maintenance and considerable cost savings without
any compromise in filtration performance.

Benefits of the Fleetguard
CS41018 Lube Centrifuge
 eets OEM specifications, providing premium
M
protection and optimal performance for your engine
Minimum service life of 1,000 hours
 esigned to allow for quick filter changes without any
D
special tools. Reduces service time from 1.5-2 hours
to approximately 15-20 minutes
Less risk of injury during rotor service
 uick and clean service improves total cost of
Q
ownership

Cummins Engine Application

Part Number Reference

Fleetguard CS41018

Manufacturer

K38, K50, QST30, QSK38, QSK45, QSK50, QSK60 (requires 1 unit)

Fleetguard

389497500 S (Assembly)
CS44000 (Service element)

Cummins

4331734

Alfa Laval

1800-17767

QSK95 (requires 2 units)
*CS41011 is a similar Fleetguard product that applies on Cummins QSK19 and QSK23 engines.

Part Number
CS41018
(assembly and
service element)

Designed to Save Time and Money
Servicing the OE product is not only messy, but it can take up to 2
hours to complete the required cleaning and re-install the unit. The
Fleetguard CS41018 unit has been designed to greatly reduce the
costs associated with labor and downtime—average installation
takes as few as 15 minutes! Field trials resulted in a total annual cost
savings of 44% versus the conventional OE product.
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Conventional OE Product
 etal cone stack with 84
M
individual components
High cost
 ifficult cleaning process
D
required for reuse
 afety concerns with
S
handling metal cones

Fleetguard CS41018
All-in-one component
Low cost
Intended for single use and is
environmentally-friendly to dispose
Much safer design with
composite shell and no
handling of sharp edges
Removes soot and

Best Warranty in the Business.

contaminant to help
maintain oil quality
Meets OEM specifications
and has a minimum service
life of 1,000 hours

Scan here to learn more about
Fleetguard centrifuge technology

The Cummins Filtration Warranty extends to our entire line
of products, ensuring the same promise of performance and
coverage beyond the competition. Visit cumminsfiltration.com
to learn more about the competitive benefits of the Cummins
Filtration Warranty.

For more information, please contact us at:
1-800-22-FILTER or cumminsfiltration.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-rk-LcvzWc
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